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run SUNA news agency reported Monday, where he will meet with his Libyan counterpart Moammar Gadhafi. A plane carrying Bashir and Gadhafi will leave Khartoum this morning, and will fly to Tripoli in Libya, according to a report in the state-run SUNA news agency on Monday. The Sudanese president is expected to meet with Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi on Tuesday, and they will discuss

measures to end the Sudan-Libya conflict. Sudan and Libya have been at loggerheads since the outbreak of the conflict in Libya in 2011, which has morphed into the deadliest conflict in the Arab world today. The conflict in Libya now has spread to neighboring Sudan and Chad. Last week, Sudanese President Bashir told the Arab League that Libya had offered peace talks and reconciliation with
Sudan. However, the Sudanese government rejected the offer on Monday, saying it is aware of the efforts to achieve a political settlement, but does not have the time to engage in it. After the Arab summit in Kuwait, Sudanese Prime Minister Hisham el-Omer said that Sudan has received the support of the Arab League, and that the support will be included in the outcome of the Arab summit on

Libya. He said the Arab League supported Sudan and Libya to solve their differences and called on the UN to support Libya. Bashir in a separate interview Sunday said that Sudan and Libya need to resolve their problems, and that the UN should play a role to help them achieve their reconciliation and solve their differences. Sudan has supported the rebels in Libya, while Libya has been fighting the
militia in Darfur since 2004.Jungle Bone Jungle Bone is the debut album by Norwegian band Alcest. It was released in 2004 on Innerwound Records. The music is often compared to that of black metal bands, especially 82157476af
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